
Student volunteer to join Late Lecture board

Late Lecture is currently looking for more sharp students that want to work with initiatives to
inspire students and to highlight opportunities after graduation.

At Late Lecture we help bridge the gap between your final grade and your future employer by
arranging talks with people who have managed to take their career to the next level. We invite
leaders, entrepreneurs and scientists with extensive knowledge in their field.
New initiatives are constantly being chased and we also welcome your proposals for creating
value for students at danish universities.

The role You will be joining our board in planning future events, creating online
articles or working together with the industry to create opportunities and
attractive offers for students. Depending on your specific qualifications and
interests, you can take on different roles in the organization ranging from
leading projects in collaboration with companies, managing our IT
solutions or working around our events during the semester.

Qualifications Student at a danish university or similar

Self driven & motivated

Great communicator

Able to work on average up to 5 hours per week

Experience with Squarespace, Mailchimp or similar is a plus

What we offer We offer an opportunity to get influenced by many different people both
based at university but also with partners in the industry that broadens
your network and teaches you a new set of skills.
Being a volunteer is seen as a big plus on your curriculum vitae when
applying for student positions or full-time jobs after graduation.

Late Lecture is a new and fast growing student run non-profit organization based at the Technical
University of Denmark. We are currently 8 students on the board, working to create initiatives for
students. We encourage applicants from all universities to apply by sending a short application to
hey@latelecture.dk. Read more about Late Lecture on www.latelecture.dk
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